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Enable the Hybrid Workforce

Gain visibility into the digital experience and optimize network performance 
regardless of location so you can ensure a happy, productive, and secure 
hybrid workforce.

Whether it’s about Return to Office initiatives or 

providing flexibility to employees, it’s up to enterprise 

IT teams to enable a productive, engaged hybrid 

workforce. This hybrid environment introduces many 

complex challenges for IT teams that are now tasked 

with supporting both in-office and remote employees. 

Riverbed gives IT teams the ability to provide a 

seamless digital experience regardless of location 

while maintaining the visibility and control they need 

to ensure employees remain productive and safe from 

cybersecurity threats.

Increase Employee Satisfaction

Riverbed gives enterprise IT teams the power to manage a 

user-first digital experience of your employees regardless 

of location, device, or network. Aternity Digital Experience 

Management is part of the Riverbed Unified Observability 

suite and harnesses the power of the full-fidelity telemetry 

leveraging Riverbed’s AI/ML capabilities.

Aternity uniquely combines End user Experience 

Monitoring (EUEM), Application Performance 

Monitoring (APM), and Device Performance 

Monitoring (DPM) to deliver visibility into what 

employees actually experience. Beyond end-to-

end visibility, Aternity provides actionable insights, 

AI-driven remediation, and continuous service 

improvement with the goal of improving employee 

productivity while reducing costs. With Aternity’s 

ability to capture and correlate the deepest 

performance data and sentiment feedback across 

employee devices and every type of application, IT 

can deliver a common, seamless digital experience  

for all modes of work.

Provide Seamless Business Continuity

Riverbed provides seamless business continuity 

with Riverbed Acceleration Solutions which enable 

every employee to leverage the full power of 

enterprise applications and services whether they 

are in the office, at home, or on the road. Riverbed’s 

Acceleration portfolio enables organizations to 

overcome the network speed bumps such as latency, 

congestion, and suboptimal last mile conditions 

that often decrease the productivity of a hybrid 

workforce.

https://www.riverbed.com/products/digital-experience-management
https://www.riverbed.com/products/digital-experience-management
https://www.riverbed.com/products/unified-observability/
https://riverbed.com/products/acceleration/
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Purpose built for a hybrid workforce, Riverbed Acceleration 

solutions provide innovative acceleration for Cloud,  

SaaS, and on-prem based applications and services.  

With a combination of Riverbed SteelHead, SaaS 

Accelerator, and Riverbed Client Accelerator IT can

 provide fast, reliable access to enterprise SaaS and 

traditional on-premise applications straight to the 

desktops of mobile and remote workers.

Troubleshoot Remote Networks

Riverbed IQ provides unified observbaility of remote 

environments by leveraging the network observability 

and end user experience metrics from Riverbed 

NPM and Riverbed Aternity DEM and applying 

artificial intelligence and automation to streamline 

incident response. This advanced insight into remote 

environments can help network teams overcome many 

challenges to remote network visibility like Virtual 

Private Networks, Secure Service Edge, and Cloud

Access Security Brokers to quickly identify the root 

cause of network performance issues.

With deep insight into remote networks, combined with 

application and activity level metrics, Riverbed IQ gives 

network teams the ability to determine exactly where a 

problem resides, how severe it is, how many users are 

impacted, and the diagnostic content needed to quickly 

remediate the issue.

https://www.riverbed.com/products/steelhead/
https://www.riverbed.com/products/saas-accelerator/
https://www.riverbed.com/products/saas-accelerator/
https://riverbed.com/products/client-accelerator/
https://www.riverbed.com/products/unified-observability/riverbed-iq/
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Optimize Collaboration Applications

Riverbed gives enterprise IT teams the ability to optimize 

their hybrid infrastructure and applications by tracking 

application usage, VPN capacity, cloud usage, and 

network bandwidth. With insight into all applications 

across the enterprise, Riverbed Aternity DEM can 

help eliminate common hybrid work challenges like 

collaboration sprawl and performance issues.

Riverbed enables IT teams to identify the number of 

users for every collaboration app, track usage trends, 

and identify performance issues so they can streamline 

collaboration apps to reduce costs and IT complexity 

while simultaneously improving voice and video quality. 



Riverbed — Empower the Experience

Riverbed is the only company with the collective richness of telemetry from network to app to end user that illuminates and then accelerates 

every interaction so that users get the flawless digital experience they expect across the entire digital ecosystem. Riverbed provides two 

industry-leading solutions: the Riverbed Unified Observability portfolio, which integrates data, insights, and actions across IT to enable 

customers to deliver seamless digital experiences; and Riverbed Acceleration, which offers fast, agile, and secure acceleration of any application 

over any network to users, whether they are mobile, remote, or on-premises. Together with our thousands of partners, and market-leading 

customers across the world, we empower every click, every digital experience. Learn more at riverbed.com.
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Mobilize The Global Workforce

Hybrid work is a fact of life for the modern enterprise IT 

team and Riverbed gives them the power to support a 

global workforce regardless of location while maintaining 

control of the digital experience. With visibility into 

remote networks, devices, and applications, Riverbed 

helps enterprise IT teams ensure a happy, productive, and 

secure hybrid workforce. 

https://www.riverbed.com/

